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Chapter 6. 

Finite temperature 

In the previous Chapters, we analysed the zero temperature data and discussed our 
results. In this Chapter, we extend our investigation to finite temperature. As stated 
at the beginning, in view of heavy ion collisions it is interesting to know whether 
(and if, how) hadronic properties change with increasing temperature. Although some 
observables, e.g. masses, have been calculated at non-zero temperature [87-97], there 
are no lattice results on the form factor in this regime. Calculations of screening 
masses and spatial Bethe-Salpeter wave functions indicate no significant changes for 
temperatures close, but below the critical temperature Tc. Determinations of these 
observables above Tc however, show signs of deconfinement, although there is still 
some residual binding interaction. Whether this picture persists for the form factor 
of the pion will be investigated in this Chapter for T = 0.93 Tc. We will start with 
a short discussion on finite temperature lattice QCD, followed by the description of 
spatial correlators. In Sec. 6.4 our results of the two-point function will be presented. 
In Sec. 6.5 we will discuss the three-point function and the results for the form factor. 
Conclusions will be drawn in Sec 6.6. 

6.1 . Spatial correlation functions 

As was demonstrated in Chapter 2, temperature is introduced in the path integral by 
restricting the Euclidean time direction and imposing (anti-)periodic boundary con
ditions. The temperature is then defined through T = (JV,-a)_1. To increase the 
temperature, this means that one either reduces the lattice spacing or NT. 

Since the temporal direction in physical units is short irrespective of the number 
of points, the data will always be 'contaminated' with excited states. It is therefore 
necessary (if feasible at all) to use multiple state fits to reliably extract the desired 
quantities and NT should remain large. Therefore, one needs to decrease a. In order 
to avoid severe finite size effects, one should simultaneously increase Na to keep the 
spatial volume the same. This has the main disadvantage that the simulation time 
rises by orders of magnitude. 

To circumvent this increase in computer time, one can introduce an anisotropic 
lattice, i.e. aT ^ aa. It has the advantage that the spatial volume can be kept large 
enough with an acceptable value for N„, while at the same time, the number of points in 
the time direction is large enough so that multiple state fits might become feasible. The 
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Chapter 6. Finite temperature 

disadvantage of this method is that an extra parameter, the (renormalised) anisotropy 
parameter, aa/aT needs to be fine tuned through simulation. 

A completely different approach consists of studying spatial correlators. This idea 
roots in the observation that at zero temperature, there is no distinction between spatial 
and the temporal dimensions in Euclidean space. Therefore, observables obtained using 
either one of the correlators are equal. At finite temperature, due to changes in the 
dispersion relation (see below), the equivalence of the two correlators is lost. However, 
both are still different Fourier transforms of the same space-time correlation functions. 
Therefore, results extracted from spatial correlators are related in a different, less direct 
way to observable quantities than those obtained from temporal correlators, but still 
provide important information. For the pion two-point function, the spatial correlator 
is given by 

l /T 

G(z,p)= I dtfdxfdye-^Gix^), (6.1) 

4=0 

and for the three-point function, it reads 

l/T l /T 

Gli(zf,z,pt,q)= J ƒ d 3 f f d 3 f e - ^ - ï f + ^ G ^ ( x , t , x f , i f ) (6.2) 
t f = 0 6=0 

where 

X=(x,y,t) P= (Px,Py,P4)- (6.3) 

denote the three-vector part of the funny space [98] coordinates and momenta, 

xl=(x,z) pl = (P,Pz)- (6.4) 

For bosons, the values of p^ are restricted to the Matsubara frequency con = 2nnT. 
The implication of the use of spatial correlators for the dispersion relation will be dealt 
with in the next section. 

6.2. Dispersion relation 

In order to correctly describe the finite temperature data, we need to change the 
parametrisation of the two-point function. First of all, the temporal direction is dis
tinguished from the three spatial ones as it is the direction limited by the (inverse) 
temperature. This corresponds to a four velocity nM = (0,0,0,1) of a (static) heat 
bath. Secondly, the presence of the heat bath may introduce temperature effects into 
the dispersion relation, which may lead to p2 ^ m ¥ . 

The influence of the temperature is incorporated in the vacuum polarisation tensor 

G " 1 ( T > 0 ) = G ' - 1 ( T = 0 ) + n . (6.5) 
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6.2. Dispersion relation 

The pion propagator in Euclidean space is then given by 

GV(P,P4) ~ -Ö- 5 - 0 , TT/ ^ • (6-6) 

p | + p2 + m2 + n(p, T) 

Starting from this momentum representation, the temporal correlator is obtained as 
G{t,p) = TYje-i"»tG(p,pi = u)n). (6.7) 

n 

To illustrate possible temperature modifications, we assume a simple model [99] for the 
propagator, which includes a temperature dependent mass and a momentum coefficient 
A(T) 

1 

pj + A2{T)p~2+m2(T)' 

where 

G(P>Pi) = 2 , A2<rr^2 , „ . 2 / ^ > ( 6 - 8 ) 

m(0) = m and ,4(0) = 1. (6.9) 

The large t-behaviour is then, for vanishing momenta p, determined by the pole mass 
m(T) 

G(t,0) ~ e-miT)t (6.10) 

Similarly, the large z-behaviour of the spatial correlator 

G(z,p} = J^e-^^G(p,p4), (6.11) 

is given by the pole (in pz) of the propagator, yielding 
G(z,p) ~ e~E°^P'Tï (6.12) 

where 

E2
SM T) = -pi = - ^ + m2

sc + p\ . (6.13) 

Here, p\ denotes the momentum in the (x, y)-plane and 

msc(T) = Esc(0,T) (6.14) 

is the screening mass, which for this simple model equals m{T)/A(T). Note that we 
have denoted the .z-pole with Esc, since it can be interpreted as the 'energy' in funny 
space. We stress that we use this model for illustration only; it plays no role in the 
analysis of our two- and three-point functions. Below, we will work with the spatial 
correlators and compare the quantities we extract from them to the analogous temporal 
correlation functions at T = 0. By this, we do not mean to imply that they are an 
extension of the T = 0 temporal quantities to finite T. For example, the screening 
mass msc(T) is not necessarily equal to the temporal mass, as can be seen in the 
simple model. These quantities only coincide at T = 0. 
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Chapter 6. Finite temperature 

6.3. Simulation 

We briefly recapitulate the parameters and choices for the kinematic variables of the 
finite temperature simulation in this section. First of all, the parameters for the gen
eration of the gauge configurations and the improvement constants are the same as for 
the zero temperature case. We generated twice as many (0(200)) configurations since 
fluctuations are expected to increase in the vicinity of the phase transition. 

We use an N% x NT = 323 x 8 lattice which corresponds to a system which is at 
a temperature T = 0.93 Tc at the chosen value of 0 = 6.0. In order to be able to 
compare to the T = 0 case, we calculate pion two- and three-point functions at the 
same five K-values as previously. The increase of the spatial lattice was chosen since 
we wanted to have 32 lattice points in the correlation direction to compare with the 
results from T = 0. Taking a 242 x 32 x 8 lattice would have introduced an unwanted 
additional asymmetry. Furthermore, in case of the three-point function, we can only use 
approximately one third of the lattice extent in the correlation direction. Using Nz = 24 
would leave us with a correlation 'time' of eight z-slices, which, from our experience 
at zero temperature, is not enough. The finite size effects are small (« 1%) on both 
lattice sizes used, and thus allows a direct comparison of zero and finite temperature 
results. 

As for the zero temperature case, we restrict the pion momenta in the three-point 
function to Pf = p ; , to facilitate the analysis. Apart from the simplification of the 
kinematical factors that this choice implies, it also reduces the number of contributing 
form factors at finite temperatures, as we will see in Sec. 6.5.1. 

6.4. Two-point function 

In this section we present the results obtained from the two-point function. Since most 
of the analysis techniques are the same as for the zero temperature, only the differences 
will be outlined. 

6.4.1. Effective energy 

The screening masses and energies are extracted from the exponential decay of the 
spatial correlators. The effective (screening) energy, defined analogously to Eq. 4.14, 
is shown in Fig. 6.1. The optimal value for the smearing parameter is seen to be R = 3, 
i.e the same as for the zero temperature case. From this plot we also see that for the 
lowest pion mass, the effective mass curve does not stabilise and therefore a single state 
fit to the spatial correlator might thus not work properly. We will investigate this in 
the next section. 
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6.4. Two-point function 

Figure 6.1: Effective screening masses (left) and energies (p\ = 0.077, right) at finite 
temperature for n = 0.13330, 0.13430 and 0.13480 respectively. 

6.4.2. Analysis techniques for screening energies and masses 

The screening masses and energies Esc(p,T), Eq. 6.13, of the pion are obtained from 
fits, using the parametrisation of the data taken from Eq. 4.4, where E™ is now replaced 
by the screening energy, and t by z. We use two state fits to extract the masses and 
single state fits for comparison (method I). In comparing the fit results to the data, 
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Chapter 6. Finite temperature 

Table 6 .1: Fit parameters as a function of K. 

K 

0.13230 

0.13330 

0.13380 

0.13430 

0.13480 

m^^c (I) 
0.511(3) 

0.410(4) 

0.353(4) 

0.283(5) 

0.187(8) 

Q.o.F. 

0.18 

0.23 

0.25 

0.41 

0.16 

f.r. 

29 

29 

29 

31 

31 

mniSC (II) 

0.513(4) 

0.411(5) 

0.354(7) 

0.287(6) 

0.194(7) 

Q.o.f. 

0.25 

0.33 

0.37 

0.52 

0.18 

f.r. 

29 

29 

29 

31 

31 

run (T = ( 

0.516(2) 

0.414(2) 

0.356(2) 

0.287(3) 

0.194(4) 

it was observed that the middle z-slices have a slight tendency to lie above the curve. 
The fit tries to compensate this fact and produces a curve which is less steep than the 
data away from the middle slices suggest. Moreover, for higher momenta, the middle 
z-slices are troubled by larger error bars. This feature is more often seen in lattice 
calculations and it can most likely be attributed to an increase of noise due to thermal 
excitations. The normal procedure is to ignore such fluctuations. Therefore we also try 
a two state fit which leaves out 7 — 9 z-slices centred around the middle-point (z = 16) 
(method II) to quantify this effect. 

6.4.3. Screening Masses 

The results for the masses, using both methods are shown in Table 6.1. The corres
ponding results for the single state fits for method I can be found in App. A.2. 
The results for the two methods are almost equal, but method II systematically pro
duces somewhat higher values. Since the error bars of one method overlap the data 
points of the other method, the effect of the middle z-slices on the mass is negligible, 
except maybe for the lowest pion mass. Since the fit qualities and the errors of the two 
methods are comparable, we will not favour one method over the other. 

In comparison with the free masses mn at zero temperature, Table 4.1, the screening 
masses from method I are slightly lower, although the error bars overlap. The results 
from method II are also lower than those for zero temperature, but the difference 
decreases with the pion mass. It is not clear, whether this difference is significant. 
Since the differences are very small they may be explained by a change of finite size 
effects, because the finite temperature lattice has different dimensions. 

If the change in the pion mass is a real effect, several conclusions are possible. First, it 
might indicate a small decrease of the screening mass1. It does, however not necessarily 
mean that also m{T) has changed, as e.g. in the simple model, the decrease may be due 
to A(T) ^ 1. However, investigations [58,72] have found no indications for A(T) ^ 1 
below Tc. 

Remember that the screening mass is equal to the mass for zero temperature. 
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6.4. Two-point function 

Table 6.2: Fit parameters for non-zero momenta. 

K 

0.13230 

0.13330 

0.13380 

0.13430 

0.13480 

p2
± = 0.039 

ESC(PI) Q.o.f. 

0.547(4) 0.19 

0.455(6) 0.26 

0.401(7) 0.31 

0.341(9) 0.44 

0.291(12) 0.33 

f.r. 

29 
29 
31 
31 
31 

K 

0.13230 

0.13330 

0.13380 

0.13430 

0.13480 

p2
± = 0.077 

Esc(p2
±) 

0.582(5) 

0.496(8) 

0.450(10) 

0.391(14) 

0.345(28) 

Q.o.f. 

0.17 

0.24 

0.29 

0.36 

0.30 

f.r. 

29 
29 
29 
31 
31 

(a) (b) 

K 

0.13230 

0.13330 

0.13380 

0.13430 

0.13480 

p \ = 0.154 

ESC(P1) 

0.644(10) 

0.571(17) 

0.536(24) 

0.488(35) 

0.53(10) 

Q.o.f. 

0.23 

0.34 

0.40 

0.38 

0.44 

f.r. 

29 
29 
29 
29 
31 

K 

0.13230 

0.13330 

0.13380 

0.13430 

0.13480 

p \ =0.193 

ESC(PI) 

0.671(13) 

0.601(21) 

0.562(29) 

0.509(40) 

0.42(12) 

Q.o.f. 

0.17 

0.34 

0.23 

0.27 

0.30 

f.r. 

29 
29 
29 

29 
31 

(c) (d) 

6.4.4. Screening energies and the dispersion relation 

The energies are extracted from the correlation functions for finite momenta up to 
p\ = 0.193, the highest momentum used in the form factor calculation. We choose 
to use finite values for the truly spatial momenta, i.e p± = (p\,P2) only. We project 
onto zero Matsubara frequencies, because the first non-vanishing one is rather large 
{u)\ = 2ir/NTa « 1 . 6 GeV). For the form factor such a step would mean a minimum 
momentum transfer Q2 » 5 GeV2 for our choice p2 = p 2 , (see Sec. 6.5.1), which is 
too high. Although an investigation with non-vanishing Matsubara frequencies might 
reveal a dispersion relation different from the zero temperature one, i.e. A(T) ^ 1, we 
have not done such an analysis. In [58,72], the authors did not find a difference between 
momenta pointing in the spatial and temporal direction. This can be interpreted as a 
hint of the similarity of screening- and pole masses, i.e. A{T) s=s 1. 

The influence of the middle ^-slices was shortly investigated and it was found that 
only for the lowest two pion masses the difference was significant. In the subsequent 
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Figure 6.2: Esc(p) for different pion masses, compared to different dispersion rela
tions. Bottom right figure: Energy momentum relation for selected pion 
screening masses compared to the continuum dispersion relation. 

analysis, method II will be used for these pion masses. The results for the single state 
fits did not stabilise upon reduction of the fit range. This might be an indication that 
the middle z-slices indeed disturb the data. We did not try to fit a single state using 
method II, and will not consider such fits any further. 
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6.5. Extraction of the form factor 

To investigate the energy-momentum relation, we proceed as described in Sec. 4.4.5. 
The data is plotted together with the ansatze for the dispersion relation in Fig. 6.2. 
For four of our masses, the calculated energies obey the continuum dispersion relation 
up to and including the highest momentum considered. Once again, this is a nice 
confirmation that lattice artifacts are suppressed due to improvement. The results for 
the lightest pion also obey the continuum dispersion relation for low momenta, but the 
error bars increase significantly for the higher ones. This should be kept in mind when 
calculating the form factor using p =0.193. 

6.4.5. Spatial Bethe-Salpeter wave function and {T2)BS 

Applying analogous techniques as in Sec. 4.5 we obtain the wave function using the 
Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes from our spatial two-point correlator. We prefer to use the 
ratio method, since it gives more precise results and ambiguities regarding excited states 
are absent. Furthermore, we are not interested in the excited state wave function and 
radius. As was outlined in Sec. 4.5, we need to reduce the fit range to reliably extract 
the amplitudes. The ratio (Eq. 4.27) stabilises at 2-slices 11-21, depending on mass 
and momentum and the results for the amplitudes were stable upon further reduction 
of the fit range down to 5-11. Deviations for the middle ^-slices were not observed, 
most probably they are cancelled in the ratio. The results for zero momentum are 
displayed in Fig. 6.3, together with the results for p\_ = 0.077. As was also noted in 
Sec. 4.5 for the zero temperature results, the wave function for finite momentum is 
somewhat narrower than for p± = 0, probably due to a Lorentz contraction. 

In the bottom right plot, the wave function at finite temperature is compared with 
the zero temperature result for the lowest pion mass. The plot shows that the wave 
function at finite temperature is indistinguishable from the zero temperature one. This 
is also true for the wave function at finite momenta (not shown). The fact that the 
results obtained close to the critical temperature are still almost the same as those for 
T = 0 is an indication that the phase transition happens very quickly. 

Furthermore, as in the T = 0 case, there does not seem to be a large mass depend
ence of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function parameters. To quantify this statement, we 
calculated the radius of the pion. Working analogously to Sec. 4.5.1, we fitted the 
wave function using Eq. 4.28 and calculated its second moment, Eq. 4.29, with to = 2. 
The results for the ratio method (see Sec. 4.5.1) are displayed in Table 6.3. 

As can be seen, the radius increases only slightly for decreasing pion mass. In 
comparison to the zero temperature values, where a similar trend was found, the radii 
have increased by a few percent. 

6.5. Extraction of the form factor 

Having investigated finite temperature effects on the pion two-point function in the 
previous section, we now proceed with the extraction of the form factor at finite tem-
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Chapter 6. Finite temperature 

Figure 6.3: Spatial Bethe-Salpeter wave functions for different pion screening masses 
and momenta obtained with the ratio method. Bottom right figure: Dir
ect comparison of the wave function for T = 0 and T = 0.93 Tc, for the 
lowest pion mass. Lines: fits to Eq. 4.28. 

perature. The structure of the three-point function embedded in a heat bath is a 
little more involved than the zero temperature case. We will start this section with the 
changes in the parametrisation due to the medium, followed by the analysis techniques. 
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6.5. Extraction of the form factor 

Table 6.3: Spatial Bethe-Salpeter wave function fit parameters at T = 0.93 Tc for 
the ratio method. Also shown are the spatial (r2) values obtained using 
Eq. 4.30. 

run 

0.511 

0.410 

0.353 

0.283 

0.187 

pi 
0.0 

0.077 

0.0 

0.077 

0.0 

0.077 

0.0 

0.077 

0.0 

0.077 

RQ 

3.743(2) 

3.531(2) 

3.801(3) 

3.574(1) 

3.828(1) 

3.587(4) 

3.826(5) 

3.607(3) 

3.836(2) 

3.66(4) 

V 

1.1748(2) 

1.2077(3) 

1.1684(3) 

1.2045(5) 

1.1653(4) 

1.2040(9) 

1.1638(4) 

1.2019(15) 

1.1667(3) 

1.208(13) 

(r2) 

13.02(4) 

10.79(6) 

13.62(4) 

11.14(8) 

13.90(4) 

11.22(13) 

14.08(4) 

11.40(12) 

13.92(6) 

11.74(52) 

These closely resemble the methods outlined in Sec. 5.4. As before, only differences 
will be outlined. 

6.5.1. Form factor at T / 0 

Due to the breaking of Lorentz invariance, the four-momenta squared are no longer the 
only scalar variables and observables may depend on both the energy and momentum 
of a particle separately. Stated differently, the form factor(s) can depend on all the 
Lorentz scalars which can be made up from the available four-vectors, including the 
four velocity of the heat bath, i.e. 

Pf> pf, n2(=l), pt-pi, n-pi, and n - p f , (6.15) 

where the last two amount in our case to p^; and p±j. In case of temporal correlations 
functions, and assuming that the pions are quasi on shell, i.e. they obey the dispersion 
relation given by the pole of Eq. 6.6, we are left with only three independent variables 
(apart from the static pion mass) 

p 2 , p 2 , and Q2(=-q2), (6.16) 

on which the form factor can depend. 
For spatial correlation functions, the situation is slightly different. It is convenient 

to choose the Lorentz scalars differently, namely built from funny space variables. Due 
to the different structure of the dispersion relation when choosing z as the correlation 
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Chapter 6. Finite temperature 

direction, the form factor may now depend five independent variables. We choose 

Pj_,f> ri-pf (=ujnJ), p\u n • pi (= a>n,i) and Q2 . (6.17) 

Since we have three independent four-vectors (p^, p^, and nM) and five scalars, the 
matrix element for the pion-photon interaction has the following general structure 

FM = (.Pi +Pi)/J.F(Q2,p2
u,p

2
L!i,u>nj,u)nA) 

+ Q^G{Q2,p2
Lf,p

2_Li,uiri^,u}nti) +nMF(Q2 ,p5_ i f ,p^ i ,w„ i f ,w„ i i ) , (6.18) 

As for the zero temperature case, we can use current conservation 

9 „r M = 0 (6.19) 

We thus find the following condition (we suppress the dependence of the form factors 
on the kinematical variables) 

0 = (p2 - pf)F + q2G + n- (pr - p i ) H . (6.20) 

Because of the possibly modified dispersion relation, pf = pf does not hold necessarily. 
Choosing p f = p ; is also not sufficient to guarantee that pf = pf. In projecting out 
the momenta in the spatial three-point correlator, Eq. 6.2, we make sure to have a 
symmetric situation with 

p\ f = p\ j and furthermore (6-21) 

<̂ n,f = wni i. (6.22) 

With this choice pf = pf and n- (pf-pi) = 0 (remember n = (0,0,0,1)), implying that 
the first and third term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 6.20 do not contribute. Thus we see that 
G must be zero for this choice of kinematics. 

In Sec. 5.3 we saw that by choosing the fourth component of the current, the para-
metrisation of the three-point function simplifies considerably. For spatial correlation 
functions, this choice shifts to p = 3. Another implication is that H does not contrib
ute to T3, and we are left with one form factor again. For the lattice version of the 
photon-pion matrix element we can thus write 

«P,,)U.(0)MP,,.)W = »FW.A.ri) V E ^ t g i ( p i ) 

= qnF(Q2,pl,pl), (6.23) 

where p\ = p\ f = p\ i and we have dropped the dependence of the form factor on the 
Matsubara frequencies. The parametrisation is then equivalent to the one presented in 
Sec. 5.2 (Eq. 5.10), with the understanding that t and E are replaced with z and Esc, 
respectively. 
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6.5. Extraction of the form factor 
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Figure 6.4: Form factors at T = 0.93 Tc extracted from different currents as a func
tion of Q2 for pion momenta p\ = 0.193 at mv = 0.410. Data shifted 
horizontally to separate the currents. 

6.5.2. Results 

As was discussed in Sec. 5.5, the most reliable method to extract the form factor is 
the use of simultaneous fits. Consequently, this will also be the method used in this 
case. In analogy to the zero temperature analysis, we have varied the fit interval in z to 
investigate systematic uncertainties. Since the optimal fit range for the extraction of the 
masses varied between 29 and 31, we use three different fit ranges for our simultaneous 
fits, namely 27, 29 and 31. In the analysis of the two-point function, it was noted 
that for higher momenta and lower pion masses, the middle z-slices were unstable, and 
needed to be left out. We also leave these z-slices out of the simultaneous fit for the 
extraction of the form factor. 

To investigate the momentum dependence of the form factor, we have carried out 
the simulation for three values of the external momenta of the pion, p\ = 0.039, 0.077 
and 0.193. If Lorentz contraction plays a dominant role in the heat bath, we expect 
that the pion with the highest momentum will have the smallest radius, or the largest 
form factor. For the lowest pion mass it was impossible to extract the form factor from 
the pj_ = 0.193 data, since fluctuations overwhelmed the data. 

Improvement 

The investigation into the effect of improvement has already been performed at T = 0 
and we do not expect the situation to change significantly. To be complete, we show the 
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Figure 6.5: The inverse of the form factor at T — 0.93 Tc as a function of Q2 for 
pion momenta, p\ = 0.077 and p\ = 0.193. Data shifted horizontally for 
clarity. 

results based on the different currents for one K-value in Fig. 6.4. The same features 
as at T = 0 can be observed, although the results have somewhat larger error bars. 
The other pion masses show the same behaviour. From now on, all results presented 
will be based on the improved current, unless stated otherwise. 

V M D and the form factor 

Since the VMD-model proved to be an appropriate parametrisation of the form factor 
for relatively low Q2 values at T = 0, we will investigate the validity in case of our 
finite temperature results. It is easily seen that 1/F(Q2) should be linear in Q2 for 
the model to be an proper description. In Fig. 6.5, we plot the inverse of the form 
factor for two different pion momenta. From this plot we see that for p\ = 0.077, the 
data show an approximate linear dependence on Q2 in the entire range. Consequently, 
we will fit the VMD model including all the Q2 points. For p\ = 0.193, however, 
momentum transfers exceeding Q2 = 0.4 are not satisfactorily described by the model 
and are therefore excluded from fits. It is further observed that there does not seem to 
be a difference between the momenta for the heavier pion. The momentum dependence 
only seems to become important for smaller masses. It is important to note that the 
VMD model does not incorporate a p x dependence. We therefore use it solely as a 
parametrisation to obtain the radius from the corresponding fit for each momentum 
separately and do not interpret the extracted parameter as the mass of the /9-meson at 
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Figure 6.6: Form factor for different pion momenta, m^ = 0.283. Curve: VMD fit to 
combined lower momenta. 

finite temperature. 

The form factor results for one selected pion mass and three different pion momenta 
are shown in Fig. 6.6. The plots for the other pion masses can be found in App. A.2. 
The results for p\ = 0.039 and p\ = 0.077 are very similar, i.e. they can be described 
by the same curve. This observation is independent of the pion mass, although the 
results for the lightest mass show somewhat larger differences between the two pion 
momenta. The results for p\ = 0.193, on the other hand, are a little higher than 
the lower momenta results, confirming that the form factor depends on Esc and p\ 
separately. This deviation is growing with decreasing pion mass. 

Since the lower momenta results are similar, we combine them in order to obtain a 
wider Q2-range and a more stable fit to the VMD model. This combined set will be 
denoted px. The results for p\ = 0.193 will be referred to as the ph-set. The solid curve 
in the figure is a VMD-fit to the p r se t . In order to illustrate the mass dependence, 
we plotted the form factor, for the combined lower momenta, ph in Fig. 6.7(a). From 
this figure and Fig. 5.5, we can observe the same mass dependence of the form factor 
as at T = 0. The lines are VMD fits to the data, and they are seen to be a proper 
description of the data. 

The data for ph is plotted in Fig. 6.7(b). The error bars are a little larger than the 
lower momenta result. Furthermore, the data is seen to deviate more from the VMD 
ansatz, which seems to indicate that this simple model is not a precise description of 
the form factor at higher pion momenta and finite temperature. 

p]_ = 0.039 —— 
p]_ = 0.077 —— 
p]_ = 0.193 >--*-

# * 
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Figure 6.7: Form factor as a function of Q2 for different pion masses, (a) px and (b) 
ph. Curves: VMD fits. Data shifted for clarity. 
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Figure 6.8: Form factor as a function ofQ2 for different T and different pion momenta. 

Comparison with T = 0 

In order to quantify the differences between the results at zero and finite temperature, 
we plotted both form factors in Fig. 6.8 for one selected pion mass. The figures for the 
other masses can be found in App. A.2. 

As can be seen from the figure, the form factor for both temperatures are very 
similar. There are, however some details to be pointed out. The form factor for 0.93 Tc 

at ph shows a different curvature than the results for the other momentum and/or 
temperature. It is larger than the form factor at T = 0 for low Q2 and smaller at high 
Q2. With our statistics we are not able to quantify this momentum dependence of the 
form factor and we are not aware of such a study in the literature. Since we do not 
know a better parametrisation than the VMD model, we have not tried to fit other 
models to the high momentum results. 

The results for p{ at 0.93 Tc are seen to fall off slightly faster than the T = 0 results, 
although the Q2 range is rather limited. Whether it is a significant effect, is not clear, 
especially since the calculated Q2 points are not equal for both temperatures and 
therefore direct comparison is difficult. The mean square radius of the pion, however, 
can be compared directly and this will be the subject of the next section. 
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Table 6.4: Pion radii for different masses and pion momenta at T = 0.93 Tc, compared 
to the zero temperature results. 

T = 0.93 Tc T = 0 

m^ 
0.511 

0.410 

0.353 

0.283 

0.187 

Pi 
18.8(9) 

23.1(13) 

26.0(16) 

28.5(20) 

31.6(46) 

Ph 
17.3(15) 

19.8(22) 

20.8(31) 

22.5(50) 

17.4(11) 

21.5(14) 

23.9(18) 

26.4(23) 

29.1(55) 

(r2) at finite temperature 

Following the same procedure as in Sec. 5.10, we obtain the (r2) from the form factor 
fits. They are listed in Table 6.4, where also the zero temperature results are repeated. 
We have chosen to include an estimate for the radius based on the p h results, even 
though the VMD model fits are of poorer quality. The radii at different temperatures 
and pion momenta in physical units are plotted in Fig. 6.9. From Fig. 6.9, we can 
clearly observe that the values for (r2), as obtained from the p r se t , are systematically 
larger than the zero temperature results. The gap is seen to grow with decreasing pion 
mass but the relative difference is roughly independent of the pion mass (~ 7 — 8 %). 
The (r2) from the p^-set is smaller than those from the p r se t , and even smaller than 
the zero temperature results. Given the overlapping error bars, this at best suggests 
a dependence of the pion on its velocity relative to the heat bath. However solid 
conclusions about e.g. a Lorentz contraction cannot be drawn. 

In order to obtain the form factor, one necessarily has to use finite three-momenta. 
The (r2) for a pion at rest in the heat bath can thus only be obtained by extrapolation 
in the pion momentum. We do not have enough data of sufficient quality to perform 
such an extrapolation. Since increasing the momentum seems to lower the radius of 
the pion, the radius for a pion at rest will probably be somewhat larger than the value 
obtained in our simulation. 

In Sec. 5.10.1, we found that an extrapolation based on the VMD-model describes 
the mass dependence of the radius most reliably. Therefore, we use the same ansatz 
here to obtain the radius of the pion in the limit that the screening mass tends to the 
free pion mass. This extrapolation is also plotted in Fig. 6.9. The values we obtain 
are 

(r2) =0.39(2) fm2 for p, and (6.24) 

(r2) =0.28(3) fm2 for p h . (6.25) 

As can be expected from the values in Table 6.4, the radius of the pion in the physical 
limit at finite temperature for p] (ph) is larger (smaller) than the zero temperature 
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Figure 6.9: (r2) as a function of m^ for different T, and pion momenta. Curve: 
extrapolation based on VMD, Eq. 5.36, using the pl data. 

result. Both radii are still smaller than the experimental value for the free pion, also 
shown in the figure. 

6.6. Conclusions 

First, we have investigated the properties of the pion at finite temperature using the 
two-point correlator. 

For the (screening) mass of the pion we found very little change. We observe a 
slight decrease of the mass for increasing temperature, in contrast to [58,100], who see 
a small effect in the opposite direction at the same temperature. Whether the effect 
is significant remains an open question. Furthermore, our results for the different 
temperatures are not directly comparable, because of different finite size effects. The 
slight decrease in the mass could very well be caused by these effects. 

Although we know from the zero temperature analysis that the two-point function 
is a poor observable to extract the pion radius from, a direct comparison of the results 
for the two temperatures can nevertheless reveal interesting qualitative effects. The 
wave function and the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter radius were obtained and were 

0.93 Tc, & — ~ 

0.93T c ,ph 
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seen to be very similar to the zero temperature results. However, the calculated radii 
are systematically larger than at zero temperature. Although this difference is small, it 
seems significant, since the error bars are even smaller and do not overlap. This small 
broadening of the pion state could be a signal of the weakening of the strong force at 
higher temperatures, i.e. in the vicinity of the phase transition. However, the general 
caveat concerning the Bethe-Salpeter results for (r2) should be kept in mind. 

Secondly, using the pion three-point function we have presented the first finite tem
perature calculations of the form factor using lattice techniques. Since the form factor 
at finite temperature depends on three kinematical variables, we have done simula
tions not only for different momentum transfers, but also for various pion momenta. 
No significant differences between p\ = 0.039 and p\ = 0.077 were found, indicating 
no noticeable dependence on the pion momenta relative to the heat bath. In order 
to facilitate the analysis, the results for the lower momenta were therefore combined. 
The results for p\ = 0.193 were however significantly different. Thus it seems that the 
dependence becomes relevant only for higher momenta. Although not very conclusive, 
the results for the lower momenta were seen to fall off slightly faster than the zero 
temperature results, whereas the higher momentum results were slightly larger and the 
data had a somewhat different curvature. This behaviour was seen for all the pion 
masses considered in this work, and may indicate a small temperature effect. 

The VMD model has been used to parametrise the form factor, after the range 
of applicability was established. Since the higher momentum results show a slightly 
different form, we used the VMD model with some care. The results obtained through 
this model are therefore to be interpreted only qualitatively. 

The (r2) values at finite temperature were found to be larger (smaller) for the p{ 

(ph) data sets than the T = 0 results. Above the critical temperature, the system is 
expected to be in a deconfined phase. This means that the strong force changes its 
behaviour in the large T limit and coloured particles can behave as 'free' particles. The 
observation that the radius increases, although only slightly, as the critical temperat
ure is approached is might be sign that the system is 'preparing' itself for the phase 
transition. 

In order to know whether the radius is increasing and eventually diverges above 
the phase transition, simulations with temperatures above Tc have to be performed. 
Because of deconfinement, one would expect the absence of pions above the critical 
temperature. There are however indications [101-105] that deconfinement is not com
plete above Tc, in the sense that the quarks are still bound in meson states due to 
some residual interaction. An investigation of the form factor for temperatures above 
Tc is therefore also important for the determination of the residual interaction in this 
regime. 

In summary, the main impression is that temperature modifications at T = 0.93 Tc, 
if at all present, are very small. Of course, one has to be careful in directly comparing 
T = 0 data to results from spatial correlation functions at T > 0. However the 
indications are that 'precursors' of the imminent phase transition are still very small 
at T = 0.93TC. 
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